AVEVA Insight
Limit Your Costs. Not Your Potential.
What if you could access insights from your industrial data
anytime and anywhere? It could empower your team to
make faster, better decisions that save time, money and effort.
AVEVA Insight is a secure, software-as-a-service solution
for collecting, storing, accessing and visualising industrial data
for complete operational visibility from anywhere.

Insight at a Glance
Insight offers data storage, visualisation and reporting in the cloud for comprehensive
access to your real-time operations data.

Simplify and Save

Easy to Manage

Powerful Understanding

Leave data collection and
storage to us, so you can
focus on interpreting and
using the results to improve
your operations.

Our annual subscription model
and scalable approach means
updates are managed
seamlessly in the cloud with no
extra effort required from you.

Translate time-series data into
intuitive charts and dashboards,
with responsive newsfeed and
alerts delivering up-to-date
intelligence to users.

Visualise Your Data on Any Device

Smart Watches

Smart Phones

Tablets & Phablets

Apple Watch and
Android Wear compatible devices

iPhone, Android and others

iPad and super-sized phones
like Samsung Galaxy Note

Desktop PCs & Laptops

Large Screen Displays

Via any modern HTML5
browser like Chrome, Safari,
Edge and IE11

Such as projectors or
an HDMI TV driven by
a smart browser

Time-Series Data from Anywhere. Visibility & Analytics for All.
No matter your role, Insight allows you to quickly turn the data residing in existing industrial assets
into a live information feed for decision support.

OEMs

End Users

Offer high-end data analysis and reporting
along with your equipment.
Drive your system equipment and customer
satisfaction to their full potential.
Enable customers to visualise the powerful
performance your solution provides.
Improve troubleshooting
and warranty investigations.
Keep customer info safe with secure data
authorisation, authentication and encryption.
Our managed solution approach alleviates
any worries about system maintenance,
migration or upgrades.

Better understand your business: what’s
happening now, what has happened and
what is likely to happen.
Become an active participant in real-time
work streams that enhance collaboration
between teams.
Expose opportunities to reduce operational
costs, increasing asset performance and
drive production results.
Limit your IT burden with the Cloud SaaS model.
Take advantage of safe, secure and reliable
connections, developed by AVEVA’s security
experts, with Microsoft Azure’s proven
Cloud management technology.

Using the IIoT to Give Data More Meaning
Our Information Management portfolio leverages the Industrial Internet of Things to give disparate
data greater context and meaning. Using a 4-step process, AVEVA applications can close the IT/OT
gap, and give you a real-time view of your operations.

Connect

Collect

Leverage the power of our hardware
agnostic platform to connect to a
variety of low cost, low power devices,
regardless of the vendor.

Gather and efficiently store massive
amounts of industrial data on premise
or in the Cloud with solutions like
Historian and Insight.

Analyse

Close the Loop

Transform industrial data to meaningful
analytics specific to your situation,
industry and operational models to give
essential context to business users
and advanced applications.

Our portfolio of cloud, mobile workforce
and business applications apply rich
business logic to convert contextualised
information into actionable decisions,
and effectively close the loop with
business operations.

Insight for Any Industry
No matter your assets, locations or processes, getting started with Insight is easy.
Find out how you can gain immediate access to industry relevant data at aveva.com
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About AVEVA
AVEVA is a global leader in engineering and industrial software driving digital transformation across the entire asset and operational life cycle of capital-intensive
industries. The company’s engineering, planning and operations, asset performance, and monitoring and control solutions deliver proven results to over 16,000
customers across the globe. Its customers are supported by the largest industrial software ecosystem, including 4,200 partners and 5,700 certified developers.
AVEVA is headquartered in Cambridge, UK, with over 4,400 employees at 80 locations in over 40 countries.
AVEVA believes the information in this publication is correct as of its publication date. As part of continued product development, such information is subject
to change without prior notice and is related to the current software release. AVEVA is not responsible for any inadvertent errors. All product names mentioned
are the trademarks of their respective holders.
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